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Abstract — nowadays, the smart grid becomes a new elec-
trical grid system instead of the traditional grid. It can provide 
the efficiency and reliability of energy resources. A smart meter 
possesses sensors that collect information about energy con-
sumption and production at a defined time. A vast amount of 
data need to aggregate, store and transform in near real-time 
for intelligent response and decision support in the smart grid. 
There are many technologies, which can provide the storing, 
aggregation and processing of the data. Each technology is more 
suitable for specific tasks. Devices generate a massive amount of 
data. Therefore, all this data belongs to the Big Data area. Grid 
management includes the prediction of load and consumer us-
age behaviours. In order to effectively analyze and storage, this 
data should use the Big Data technologies. It can provide fast 
methods of transmitting.  

In this article was consider the architecture of the smart 
grid and evaluate this system in the real region. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The electricity plays an integral part in our life. On the 

replace, the traditional electricity grid comes a smart grid, 
which can ensure modern trends. Smart grids are installing in 
many countries due to expecting good changes in the electric 
industry. This grid gets real-time meter data with high vol-
ume. The smart grid is the energy network, which works with 
two-way communication between the supplier and consumer, 
smart metering. It is a new approach to help fast and reliable 
to process the data.   

The goals of the work are to analyze the architecture and 
create a new approach is based on the Big Data technologies, 
and make this architecture in real-time management. In order 
to achieve this goal the following tasks have to be done:  

• State of the art of the reference architecture in smart 
grid  

• Analyse and choose for implementation toolkits, 
which can allow processing big data in real – time   

• Implement this architecture and analyse 

• Evaluate architecture  

For smart grid needs that it was fast for decision-making 
and make predictions, such as planned power-off based on 
time.  

According to an estimate, the amount of smart meter data 
generated by two million customers is 22 gigabytes per day 
[1]. Subsequently, the amount of data increase very fast. It 

becomes difficult to use relational databases for data storage 
such as Oracle, PostgreSQL and make data analytics use the 
traditional platform. Moreover, the system must be scalable 
and quickly adjusted to increasing data. Existing architec-
tures cope with only a limited amount of data. The rising data 
break the database. Moreover, some types of queries cannot 
be executed if the data is more than 1,000,000 rows.  

It needs to perform the real-time data stream processing 
model, Big Data technology like the one HBase, Kafka and 
Spark are used. Hadoop services provide for data storage, 
data processing, data access, data governance, security, ana-
lytics, and operations. According to Kafka is a solution to the 
real-time problems of any software solution, that is, to deal 
with real-time volumes of information and route it to multi-
ple consumers quickly so that streaming data can be pro-
cessed as they are received. Spark can cope with complex 
analytics. 

Briefly, the idea of this article is that to develop the archi-
tecture in the smart grid, which provides a solution to collect, 
store and analyze data generated by smart energy device.  

Reference architecture of smart grid. The Smart Grid 
Reference Architecture  [2] is intended as a template for 
smart grid architects to follow as they build 
smart grid information and communications technologies arc
hitecture for their utility, regardless of the architect’s 
speciality. 

SGAM is a crucial reference architecture-working group 
[3]. It provides a structured approach for developing smart 
grid architectures This architecture provides functionalities 
and adopts the benefits of the SOA approach. We assume the 
applying of a reference architecture for software in the elec-
tricity domain is meaning to enable interoperability modules 
[4]. It consists of the five layers of interoperability dimen-
sions, domains, and zones, which are shown, in Figure1. The 
following layer:  

• Component layer – in this uses sensors, smart meters 
and another device  

• Communication layer – enables the protocols for 
transferring data between the components of the grid.  

• Information layer – provide the model of the data, on 
this level occur the exchanging information.  

• Function layer – describe the logical functions  



• Business layer – describe the business models and re-
quirements. 

According to these components, the focus concentrates 
on information and function layers.   

A technical reference architecture uses open source tech-
nology in order to implement these modules. A typical a user 
module and required platform modules are implemented in 
Java have a Web-Interface in Tomcat EE, and stores data in a 
PostgreSQL database. 

One of the existing smart meter analytics system is 
SMAS, which provide the [6] an open-source RDMS such as 
PostgreSQL and the Madlib in-database machine-learning 
toolkit. The main functionalities of SMAS include the fol-
lowing: consumer feedback, segmentation analysis, forecast-
ing.  
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Smart Grid architecture model visualization [5] 

 
Big Data for the smart grid. It becomes difficult to proc-

ess the data using the traditional analysis techniques in order 
to create actual information in a short period, which requires 
is smart grid operations. According to [3] 5Vs which charac-
terizing the big the smart grid data can classify in this way. 

TABLE I. APPLYING BIG DATA FEATURES TO SMART GRID 
Feature Describing Apply for smart grid  
Volume Records number and 

storage 
High volumes of data from 
smart meters  

Velocity The frequency of data 
generation, collection  

The frequency data collect 
crucial for real-time monitor-
ing and analysis 

Variety The diversity of 
sources, multidimen-
sional fields 

The existence of structured, 
semi-structured data  

Veracity Reliability and quality 
of data 

Reliable data are crucial to 
ensuring safe system opera-
tion and stability 

Value Extracting useful 
benefits and insights 

Applications derive value 
from smart grid data 

 
Data, which generate different sources from customers, 

are calculated in terabytes. Therefore, it requires high scal-
ability and fault tolerance in data processing, storage, and 
aggregation. Using Big Data technology could solve many 
problems. Big Data implementation can use several tools, but 
the analytics tools are the most critical in business choice.  

In order to define what kind of technologies should use 
for creating architecture need to analyze different approach 
and choice the good one, which can apply for concrete tasks.  

II. ANALYTICS 
Data aggregation. The main component in the smart grid 

this is a smart meter, which collects the data about produc-
tion and consumption data from different sources. Smart me-
ters is one of the main components generating on average 50 
bytes of data per reading. Smart meter generates a massive 
amount of data. It is dynamic data about consumption and 
production, which will be written in real time. 

For the satisfying working system, the following re-
quirements must be fulfilled:  

• Integrity – the data, which generate smart meter, 
should collect and it necessary make sure that nothing 
to lose.  

• Working with a continuous flow of data and storing 
them rapidly. 

• Persistent messaging – give constant-time perform-
ance even with vast volumes of persisting messages 
that are at the request of terabytes. 

• High throughput – to deal with handles hundreds of 
MBs of reads and writes every second from a massive 
number of customers. 

• Distributed system because of the sources distribute in 
a different region 

• Real-time – the system must be able to aggregate data 
in real time 

Data storage. Storage uses in order to store electricity in 
the local distribution station and at the object with scale re-
newable energy sources like wind and solar. It is necessary to 
collect data from the smart meter, which sent and deliver 
data to analytics tools in which fast I / O will be made per 
second.  

Therefore for this need choose the data store, which pro-
vides: 

• Scalable data storage – it should be scalable for the 
different region 

• Distributed – smart grid systems are distributed geo-
graphically, need to choose distributed file systems or 
database.   

• Fault tolerance – it defines the possibility for stability 
work of the system and processing the data, and can 
always roll back 

• Replication – is the process of creating copies of files 
between which the updated data or objects can be ex-
changed 

Data analytics.The smart grid collects and stores the data 
from sources. This amount of data should be easily applied to 
analytics. Analytics play a central role in the smart grid in 



order to make it more efficient and intelligent. Using some 
different models of analytics can use to make predictive cus-
tomers decisions in the future. 

• Latency – the low latency of response 

• Availability and fault tolerance – redundancy and re-
silience in networks, servers, physical storage 

• Scalability and flexibility – tools must be evolutionary 
and scalable  

• Performance – data processing time 

• Computational complexity – computation tools exten-
sion 

• The speed of forecast calculation must be low enough 
to allow balance settlement.  

Usually, one smart meter generates 20 bytes every se-
cond. 

• client_id integer – 4 byte 

• value_consumption float – 4 byte 

• value_production float – 4 byte 

• timestamp – 8 byte 

Big data technologies for the smart grid. Here is an over-
view of the existing technologies, which apply to the real-
time energy industry.  Big Data technologies are an excellent 
possibility for utilities to offer up new methodologies and 
applications. As a result to improve data management in 
smart grids.  

The storage data in the reference architecture based on re-
lational databases. SQL databases are difficult to scale, 
which means that they are not suitable for a cloud environ-
ment, although cloud-based SQL database services are trying 
to solve this problem. In addition, limited memory, CPU and 
cache. 

The advantage of the NoSQL database was the following:   

• A scale-out, shared-nothing architecture, capable of 
running on a large number of nodes 

• A non-locking concurrency control mechanism so that 
real-time reads will not conflict 

• Scalable replication and distribution – thousands of 
machines with distributed data 

• Higher performance per node than relational 

• Schema-less data model 

Meanwhile, NoSQL has some inadequacies, such as does 
not support SQL which is industry standard, lacking transac-
tions, reports, and other additional features, not mature 
enough for most of the NoSQL database products were cre-
ated in recent years and so on.  

NoSQL databases present different architectures: 

• Key-value means that value corresponds to a key 

• Column-oriented database using Table as the data 
model, but does not support table association. This 
DB has the following characteristics: 

1. Data is stored by column, that is data stored separately 
for each column;  

2. Each column of data is the index of the database; 

3. Only access the columns involving the queries result 
to reduce the I/O of the system; 

4. Concurrent process queries that is, each column treat 
by one process;  

5. There has the same type of data, similar characteris-
tics, and good compression ratio.  

Overall, the advantage of this data model is a more suit-
able application on aggregation and data warehouse.  

Document database and Key-value is very similar in 
structure, but the Value of document database is semantic 
and stored in JSON or XML format. Also, the document da-
tabases can generally provide a secondary Index to value to 
facilitate the above application, but the key-value database 
cannot support this. 

For data storage was chosen Apache HBase [7] is a dis-
tributed column-oriented and NoSQL database, which built 
on top of HDFS. HBase is the Hadoop application to use 
when we require real-time read/write random-access to the 
enormous dataset. In HBase, a table is physically divided 
into many regions, which are in turn served by different 
RegionServers. One of the most significant utility is the one 
that can combine real-time HBase queries with batch 
MapReduce Hadoop jobs, using HDFS as a shared storage 
platform. It provides maintains for high table-update rates 
and to scale out horizontally in distributed clusters. HBase 
provides flexible structured hosting in a Big Table,  real-time 
queries, natural language search, consistent access to Big 
Data sources, linear and modular scalability, automatic and 
configurable sharding of tables. 

HBase consists of the following main component: 

• HBase Client – user of the HBase.   

• Zookeeper – is the management node of HBase, 
which provide distributed collaboration, distributed 
synchronization, and configuration functions.  

• HMaster – is the controller of the HBase. It is respon-
sible for adding, deleting, and querying the data. It ad-
justs the HRegionServer load balance and the Region 
distribution to ensure that the Region will move to the 
next Region when the HRegionServer suffers failure.  

• HRegionServer: is the core component of HBase. It is 
responsible for handling the reading and writing re-
quests for the users and performing the corresponding 
operations on HDFS 

The data acquisition layer deals with technologies for the 
ingestion of data into Big Data infrastructures. Currently, the 
references framework is  Kafka, Flume. 



TABLE II. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT DATABASES 

Key characteristics Good for Not good for 
HBase 

Real-time querying; 
Distributed data store; 

Scalable; 
Built on Hadoop HDFS; 

CP on CAP 

Optimized for read-
ing; 

Fast read and write 
with scalability 

 

Classic transactio
nal applications 
Need full table 

scan; 
Data to be aggre-
gated, rolled up, 
analyzed cross 

rows 
 

Cassandra 
Scalable 

Compromise between 
consistency and latency; 
Minimal administration; 

AP on CAP 
 

Simple setup, main-
tenance code 
Fast random 
read/write; 

Flexible parsing/ 
wide column re-

quirement; 

Secondary index; 
Relational data; 
Transactional 

opera-
tions;Stringent 

and authorization 
needed on data; 

Low latency 
MongoDB 

Full index support for 
high performance 

Replication and failover 
for high availability 

Auto-Sharding for easy 
Scalability 

Master-slave model 
CP on CAP 

RDBMS replace-
ment for web appli-

cations 
Semi-structured 

content management 
Real-time analytics 

and high-speed 
logging, caching and 

scalability 

Highly transac-
tional system; 

Require foreign 
key 

Hive 
It is not a database; 
Batch processing; 

Have a schema model; 
For data analysts; 

Use HQL 

Hive uses a sharing 
method for partition; 

Can process a vast 
amount of data 

Secondary index; 
Cannot maintain 
up-to-date data; 
Analytical prow-
ess it is essential 

to have structured 
data; 

Real-time  
analysis 

 
The difference between this tools is presented in the ta-

ble.  

For data aggregation was chosen Apache Kafka [8] is a 
distributed, high-throughput, publish/subscribe messaging 
system. Nowadays, the first issues are to collect information 
and difficulties due to the amount of information. Kafka is 
the best choice for real-time issues. It is work with continu-
ous volumes of data and storing it rapidly. 

Kafka has four main core APIs: 

• Producer API – publishes a stream records to topics; 

• Consumer API – sign to topics and process the stream 
of records produced to them;  

• Streams API – transform the input streams to output 
streams;  

• Connector API provide running reusable producer or 
consumer that connect Kafka topics to data systems. 

 

 

TABLE III. COMPARISON OF KAFKA VS FLUME 

Performance indicator Flume  Kafka 

Speed  Medium Medium 

Number of files  
processed per sec 

High High 

Message durability High High 

Scalability Medium High 

 

Kafka uses topics as message streams of the category. 
Producers publish messages to topics and consumers can sign 
and begin consuming messages from one or more topics. For 
each topic, Kafka maintains a partitioned log to which pro-
ducers append records and consumers subscribe to the 
changes. Each partition contains an ordered, immutable se-
quence of records and every record has a unique id. When 
the producer publishes a message, it receives a confirmation 
message with the offset of the newly published message. As 
consumers read messages from Kafka, they store their posi-
tion in each topic as the offset of the last message read, in 
case their instance crashes and needs to resume consumption 
of the messages from the last known position. 

Kafka has better throughput, built-in partitioning, replica-
tion, and inherent fault-tolerance, which makes it a good fit 
for large-scale message processing applications. 

Features: 

• Scalability – distributed system scales easily with no 
downtime 

• Durability – persists messages on disk, and provides 
intra-cluster replication 

• Reliability – replicates data, supports multiple sub-
scribers and automatically balances consumers in case 
of failure  

• Performance – high throughout for both publishing 
and subscribing, with disk structures that provide con-
stant performance even with many terabytes of store 
messages 

For data processing layer. Nowadays we have much in-
formation, and we should analyze their massive volumes of 
data.  Also should apply analytics models such as machine 
learning. Even for stored Big Data, applications require data 
processing systems to answer queries very fast. In order to 
ensure this, we have special software like Spark, Flink, and 
Storm. It is all framework is the reference platform for pro-
cessing. All of them have this technology has advantages and 
disadvantages. Most of these systems, frameworks, and tools 
are being developed as the evolution path for Hadoop. In this 
work, need to achieve real-time energy management using 
particular Big Data processing technology.  

The first comparison is made by studying the following 
features of the frameworks: 

• Scalability. 



• Data partition and scaling. 

• Fault tolerance – is provided by frameworks for the 
case where a computing node crashes. 

• Latency – measures the time consumed for process-
ing. It is mostly computed for a computing node or 
the completely processing tree. The ability to respond 
fast to the queries requires low latencies. 

• Programming models. 

• Throughput. 

TABLE IV. COMPARATIVE OF THREE FRAMEWORKS 

Property Storm Flink Spark  
Streaming 

Input data 
sources 

Service Bus, 
Kafka. 

Kafka, a file 
system 

Kafka, Flume 

Scalability Scalable with 
parallel  

calculations 

Highly Highly scalable 

Data partition 
and scaling 

Handled by user 
configuration 

Handled 
automatically 

Handled 
automatically 

Data storage None None HDFS File 
System 

Fault tolerance Yes Yes Yes 
Latency Extremely Low Low Low 

Programming 
models 

Compositional Declarative Declarative 

Throughput Low High High 
Stateful process-

ing 
Yes Yes Yes 

 
Comparison of Spark, Storm, and Flink regarding the 

properties mentioned above is shown in Table 4. Spark and 
Flink support in-memory computations and iterative compu-
tations without any additional programming needed. They 
also enable stateful processing, fault tolerance and can guar-
antee exactly-once message delivery. Storm supports almost 
the same set of features except for exactly-once message 
delivery and iterations. Storm and Flink both promise laten-
cies in a sub-second level, while Spark as a batch framework 
seems to be slower.  

Apache Spark [9] is an open-source distributed and data 
processing framework, which provides a fast and flexible 
platform for parallel data processing. Apache Spark has 
streaming API and independent processes for continuous 
micro-batch processing across short time duration. Spark 
execute 100 times faster than Hadoop. Can consider that 
Spark is an extension of Apache Hadoop, which has some 
features for real-time analytics such as machine learning, 
stream processing. Spark provides many real-time processing 
and evaluation options that Hadoop cannot. Therefore, it is 
good choice use combine Spark has consistent scalability for 
large datasets as a new Big Data analytics platform that sup-
ports more than map/reduce parallel execution mode with 
good scalability and fault tolerance.  

The main concept of the Spark is RDD supports opera-
tions: 

• transformations, which are intended to transform 
RDD to the new RDD by applying operations;  

• Actions, which produce some values obtained because 
of some calculations on the RDD. 

Therefore, Apache Spark is an excellent choice for proc-
essing big data, which is well compatible with Hadoop’s 
HDFS, that makes these both tools are handy.  

Spark provides four additional components, which are 
separated from its core:  

• Spark SQL – it provides access to the Spark datasets 
and allows running SQL queries on Spark data.  

• Spark Streaming – is a component for processing the 
real-time streaming data.  

• MLib – is a distributed machine-learning framework 
consisting of common learning algorithms and utili-
ties, including classification, regression, clustering. 

• GraphX – is a distributed graph-processing frame-
work which provides API for graphs and graph-
parallel computation 

Cloud computing frameworks.Cloud computing provides 
the possibility to connect to software and data on the cloud 
instead of a local computing network or a local hard drive.  

Cloud computing solves many problems with Big Data 
management for smart grids. It helps utilities to ensure the 
flexibility, agility, and efficiency regarding saving cost, en-
ergy, and resources [10].  Also, bring many benefits, due to 
redundancy, rollback recovery and multiplication data back-
up which increases data fault tolerance and security [11].  

Cloud-based architecture can be used with the big data 
analytics in the smart grid to balance the load in power pro-
duction and supply efficiently. The advantages of the three 
technologies smart grid, big data analytics, and cloud compu-
ting are pooled together to produce an improved version of 
the smart grid to perform.  

Nowadays, smart grid cloud computing based on the 
Hadoop platform, because this ensures the high scalability 
and fault tolerance. Cloud computing consists of three main 
component like SaaS, PaaS, IaaS. It is an essential technique 
to realize architecture and unification of standards and to 
optimize the distribution of hardware resources Hadoop 
based cloud platform architecture for user side.  

 
Fig. 2. Cloud computing components 



III. ARCHITECTURE FOR SMART GRID  
ENERGY MANAGEMENT 

Assume that in each town are servers that receive data 
from a smart meter in real time.  The right solution is Kafka 
which receiving time series messages, publishes this message 
to the Apache Kafka server. A particular mechanism in 
Kafka has partitioned the consumption parallelism 
mechanism. It makes easy in redundancy because every 
partition is replicated in brokers.  

For HBase side, need anywhere around some regions 
server. On the average, the single server makes about 30k 
writes/second, but with mixed reads, it could be lower. For 
connection Kafka with HBase using Stream Reactor. It is an 
open source collection of components built on top of Kafka 
and provides Kafka Connect compatible connectors to move 
data between Kafka and data storage. Stream Reactor 
provides source connectors to publish data into Kafka and 
sink connectors to move data out of Kafka and into other 
systems. 

 
Fig. 3. Architecture for smart grid energy management 

HBase Sink allows you to write events from Kafka to 
HBase. For more difficulty analysis like optimisation and 
forecasting was chosen the Spark Streaming which provides 
scalable, high-throughput, fault-tolerant stream processing of 
live data streams.  Spark support SQL library and SQL 
interface and MLlib.  

IV. EVALUATION 
In this section will consider the evaluation of the 

developed architecture. We apply it to the real energy 
management in the region.  

We will consider some millions of customers. Usually 
PTU = 15 min. How we previously calculated, the volume of 
one row equals 20 bytes. In system was generates 100 
million rows. The size of this consists 1.86 GB. For analyz-
ing architecture influents the following indicators:  

• latency – the time between load data and output data 

• throughput – how much data application can process 
per time unit 

The evaluation of proof-of-concept was conducted on the 
one test machine with the following characteristics. 

Data Acquisition evaluation. Kafka has the integrity of 
the data because it contains an additional data storage buffer, 
which calculates by formula:  

Number of messages per second × storage time           (1) 

TABLE V. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS  
OF COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 

OS/Architecture Lubuntu 18.04 

CPU Intel(R) Core (TM) i3-3250M CPU  @ 2.30 
GHz 

RAM 8 Gb 

In order to understand what the load in Kafka needs to is 
compute the total quantity smart meter IOPS per 15 min.   

To avoid overload of the system we need to provide the 
processing within 15 minutes. 

60 sec × 15 min = 900 sec 

2000000 / 900 ~ 2223 message per second 

2223 × 20 byte (the volume of the one message) =  
44460 byte ~ 44 kb per second. 

Minimum data stream equals about for 44 Kb/s. In the 
course of the tests to assess the system's performance on a 
test machine, was got up to 850 kb/s. Min throughput that 
need provide the Kafka approximately equals 850 Kb/s.  

The next important step in getting data is the number of 
inserts per sec in HBase. When was inserted a million rows 
into the table, there was no substantial delay because it is 
confirmed that HBase has a quick insert operation, according 
to the following papers [12-23], where was the analyse the 
NoSQL databases. HBase was presented with the best result 
of the inserting.  After analysing the overview can make a 
conclusion that HBase does not require a vast quantity of 
memory and providing efficient management of operations in 
the VM. Also, due to effective distribution, the throughput 
can be increased very much. In the next chapter explains 
more detail.  

Data storage evaluation. In the system, the storage data 
divided into two parts:  

• Distributed file system – HDFS  

• Distributed database – HBase 

The structure of the HDFS was it said before it contains 
the NameNode and DataNode. Data stores in HDFS 
permanently in DataNode. Data from HBase local because 
DataNode and region server is on the same machine. Due to 
the distribution, it is possible to write data from different 
points asynchronously. HBase is very conveniently 



distributed across regions and a smart meter distributed by 
region. This follows because is a column family database. 

When the cluster run with replication factor equals for 
example  2, every block copies on the two times in different 
nodes. The launch of HRegion and datanode takes place on 
the same servers. The locality is that when HRegion and 
Datanode are started, the first replica will be written to the 
same server and the rest on the other.  

For data processing, HBase can use the MapReduce in 
order to manage the distributed computing system. Simple 
operations can be done at the query level in Apache Drill. 
For a data warehouse, HBase can be connected to the Hive 
for SQL type query language or Pig as a Java client-side 
application.  For more complex tasks Spark SQL, Spark 
MLlib. 

Hadoop and Spark together is so good practice. Hadoop 
and Spark allowed facilitating the creation of statistical 
models that can be used for forecasting in the various app. 

V. CONCLUSION 
As a conclusion of this work, architecture in real - time 

energy management was implemented. The modern Big Data 
stack of the technology which can apply for the smart grid 
was considered in this work. Therefore, as it was mentioned 
in the first chapters of this work, reference smart grid 
architecture, the main component and which is approach 
requires transaction and analytics. Thereby, different 
approaches and technologies which convenient for each level 
were considered, and the following finding was concluded. 
Existing architecture based on RDBS PostgreSQL and for 
data analytics uses the Madlib. Was considers the drawback 
of this architecture if it will be deployed in the region and 
need to serve many householders. The developed framework 
was implemented in Apache Kafka which was proposed for 
aggregation data, HBase for storing data and Spark 
environment as an efficient tool for significant data 
processing. At present, the existing architecture in store data 
in PostgreSQL more suitable for this, but in one region. 
However, if the utility company provide more services, not 
only electricity, it makes sense for using big data 
architecture. It has much bigger scalability, can provide 
enough computational power for various tasks, such as 
storage or processing. 
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